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International bestseller and master storyteller Jeffrey Archer is at the very top of
his game in a story of fate and fortune, redemption and revenge.

If Danny Cartwright had proposed to Beth Wilson the day before, or the day
after, he would not have been arrested and charged with the murder of his best
friend. But when the four prosecution witnesses are a barrister, a popular actor,
an aristocrat, and the youngest partner in an established firm’s history, who is
going to believe your side of the story?

Danny is sentenced to twenty-two years and sent to Belmarsh prison, the highest-
security jail in the land, from where no inmate has ever escaped.

However, Spencer Craig, Lawrence Davenport, Gerald Payne, and Toby
Mortimer all underestimate Danny’s determination to seek revenge, and Beth’s
relentless quest to pursue justice, which ends up with all four fighting for their
lives,

Thus begins Jeffrey Archer’s most powerful novel since Kane and Abel, with a
cast of characters that will remain with you long after you’ve turned the last
page.

And if that is not enough, prepare for an ending that will shock even the most
ardent of Archer’s fans.
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International bestseller and master storyteller Jeffrey Archer is at the very top of his game in a story of fate
and fortune, redemption and revenge.

If Danny Cartwright had proposed to Beth Wilson the day before, or the day after, he would not have been
arrested and charged with the murder of his best friend. But when the four prosecution witnesses are a
barrister, a popular actor, an aristocrat, and the youngest partner in an established firm’s history, who is
going to believe your side of the story?

Danny is sentenced to twenty-two years and sent to Belmarsh prison, the highest-security jail in the land,
from where no inmate has ever escaped.

However, Spencer Craig, Lawrence Davenport, Gerald Payne, and Toby Mortimer all underestimate
Danny’s determination to seek revenge, and Beth’s relentless quest to pursue justice, which ends up with all
four fighting for their lives,

Thus begins Jeffrey Archer’s most powerful novel since Kane and Abel, with a cast of characters that will
remain with you long after you’ve turned the last page.

And if that is not enough, prepare for an ending that will shock even the most ardent of Archer’s fans.
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Editorial Review

From Publishers Weekly
Bestseller Archer (Kane and Abel) pays homage to Dumas's The Count of Monte Cristo in this delicious
updating of the adventure classic. Four upper-crust friends from Cambridge University known as the
Musketeers conspire to frame Danny Cartwright, an illiterate London East Ender, for the murder of Danny's
oldest friend and brother-in-law to be, Bernie Wilson. The outcome of the intriguing trial, which pits a
relatively novice defense lawyer against a skilled prosecutor, is a 22-year sentence for Danny. In maximum-
security Belmarsh prison, Danny is lucky enough to share a cell with Sir Nicholas Moncrieff, the book's
Abbé Faria figure, who teaches him to read and write. In a trick familiar to those who know their Dumas,
Danny escapes by impersonating Moncrieff and hatches an intricate scheme to punish the Musketeers and
clear his name. While Archer doesn't explore the cost to Danny's soul his revenge exacts, the author's
firsthand knowledge of prison life and legal maneuvers helps make this a thoroughly enjoyable
entertainment. 250,000-copy printing; author tour. (Mar.)
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Review

Praise for Jeffrey Archer

“A storyteller in the class of Alexander Dumas.”
---The Washington Post

“Archer is a master entertainer.”
---Time Magazine

“Cunning plots, silken style.”
---The New York Times

“One of the top ten storytellers in the world.”
---Los Angeles Times

“Archer plots with skill, and keeps you turning the pages.”
---Boston Globe

“There isn’t a better storyteller alive.”
---Larry King

“A worthy successor to The Da Vinci Code… Sail along from one high crime to the next.”
---Liz Smith, New York Post, on False Impression

From the Inside Flap

International bestseller and master storyteller Jeffrey Archer is at the very top of his game in a story of fate
and fortune, redemption and revenge.



If Danny Cartwright had proposed to Beth Wilson the day before, or the day after, he would not have been
arrested and charged with the murder of his best friend. But when the four prosecution witnesses are a
barrister, a popular actor, an aristocrat, and the youngest partner in an established firm’s history, who is
going to believe your side of the story?

Danny is sentenced to twenty-two years and sent to Belmarsh prison, the highest-security jail in the land,
from where no inmate has ever escaped.

However, Spencer Craig, Lawrence Davenport, Gerald Payne, and Toby Mortimer all underestimate
Danny’s determination to seek revenge, and Beth’s relentless quest to pursue justice, which ends up with all
four fighting for their lives,

Thus begins Jeffrey Archer’s most powerful novel since Kane and Abel, with a cast of characters that will
remain with you long after you’ve turned the last page.

And if that is not enough, prepare for an ending that will shock even the most ardent of Archer’s fans.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Steven Cruce:

The guide with title A Prisoner of Birth includes a lot of information that you can discover it. You can get a
lot of gain after read this book. This specific book exist new information the information that exist in this
book represented the condition of the world right now. That is important to yo7u to know how the
improvement of the world. This book will bring you within new era of the glowbal growth. You can read the
e-book in your smart phone, so you can read it anywhere you want.

Sheila Cyr:

Would you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt while you are in the book store? Aim to
pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't judge book by its include may doesn't work
this is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not seeing that fantastic as in the outside
appearance likes. Maybe you answer could be A Prisoner of Birth why because the amazing cover that make
you consider with regards to the content will not disappoint you actually. The inside or content will be
fantastic as the outside or perhaps cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly assist you to pick up this book.

Darlene Johnson:

The book untitled A Prisoner of Birth contain a lot of information on it. The writer explains the girl idea with
easy means. The language is very simple to implement all the people, so do not worry, you can easy to read
this. The book was written by famous author. The author will bring you in the new period of time of literary
works. It is possible to read this book because you can read on your smart phone, or gadget, so you can read
the book inside anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you can available
their official web-site and also order it. Have a nice learn.



Charles Wright:

Is it anyone who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day by watching television programs or just
lying down on the bed? Do you need something new? This A Prisoner of Birth can be the reply, oh how
comes? The new book you know. You are thus out of date, spending your time by reading in this new era is
common not a geek activity. So what these textbooks have than the others?
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